SMITH'S
YALUMBA
Port Wines

... ARE ... FINEST IN AUSTRALIA.

SEND YOUR XMAS ORDERS FOR YALUMBA WINES TO W. P. AULD & SONS, GILBERT PLACE.

TELEPHONE 723.
THEATRE ROYAL

MAGNIFICENT PRODUCTION OF ALEXANDRE DUMAS’ WORLD-FAMOUS ROMANTIC DRAMA, BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE THREE MUSKETEERS,” A NEW ENTERTAINMENT.

**MONTE CRISTO**

**HIS MILLIONS AND HIS VENGEANCE.**

---

**CAST OF CHARACTERS.**

**THE PROLOGUE.**

Edmond Dantes——Mr. ALFRED DAIMPIER
M. Gerard Villefort, Public Prosecutor——Mr. ALFRED BOLFE
M. Noirtier, a Shipowner——Mr. J. BILLINGS
M. Danglars, Supercargo of the “Phaene.”——Mr. EDMOND HOLLOWAY

Ferdinand Mondego, a Catalan——Mr. JOHNSON WEBB
Old Dantes, Edmond’s Father——Mr. JAMESON
Georges Caderousse, a Tailor——Mr. MEGE LYNCH
Fosca, a Sailor——Mr. HAROLD D’DEUIN

Mercedes, a Catalan betrothed to Edmond——Miss LILY DAMPIER

Madame Caderousse——Miss EMILY LAMBERT

Helene——Miss NOBLE

Marie——Miss STRETON

Gena d’Armo, Sailor’s Penchant etc. etc.——Miss DAIMPIER

**THE DRAMA.**

The Unknown of the Chateau D’If——ALFRED DAIMPIER
The Abbe Duclos——ALFRED BOLFE
The Count of Monte Cristo——Mr. Gerard de Vichier
Bendito, a Bandit assuming the title of Prince Cavaillon——Mr. SYDNEY EVERETT

Ferdinand Count de Morcerf——MR. JOHNSON WEBB
Baron Danglars, a Banker——Mr. EDMOND HOLLOWAY
Col. St. Heron, Governor of the Prison——Mr. ALFRED DAIMPIER, Jr.
The Abbe Farla——Mr. GORDON
Capt. Maximilien Morrel——Mr. LEONARD WILLEY
Georges Caderousse, an Inn-keeper——Mr. BURGESS
Commissioner of Police——Mr. MACKINNON

Aubert——Mr. JAILIER
Martin——Mr. FRED. R. BEMHAM
All, a Notary——Mr. CHARLES
Jean, Servant to Baron Danglars——Mr. DALWOOD

Malle. Eugenie Danglars——Miss LILY DAMPIER
Mlle. Marie Danglars——Miss MARIE BRUCE

Madame de Villefort——Miss NOBLE

Madame Caderousse——Miss DAIMPIER

---

P.D. CORSETS P.D.

Highest Standard of Excellence in the Trade throughout the World.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DRAPERS.

BORSORRUFF & CO., MELBOURNE AND SYDNEY.

S. B. HUNT & CO., 94, Grenfell St., Adelaide Representative.
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Ornamental Hair. FOR STYLE AND CONVENIENCE.

Professionals and Amateurs Supplied.
Fringes, Naturally Curly Hair, Wavy Black Hair, will Curl with Water, Prices from 5s.
Our Plaits and Tails are Twice as thick as those Sold Elsewhere for the Same Money. Ladies Combs made up in any size. Wigs made to order and on hire.

NOTE THE ADDRESS.
JAS. FORDHAM, 64, PIRIE STREET, ADELAIDE.

FOR THE
Oscars
FESTIVE
Season

EAT LIKE CANDY AFTER EACH MEAL.

THOMAS’S DENTISTRY.

Natural Artificial Teeth that fit well, wear well, and look well; they add to your looks the charm of beauty; they fill out hollow cheeks, improving expressiveness, speech, utility. Plates lined with Gold on a new principle, if desired, without extra charge.
Half the chances of real culture are lost when expressed through uncleanly teeth, and expressions of sorrow and grief are made hideous by the exhibition of a living tomb of decay.

ADVERTISER BUILDINGS,
Opposite Town Hall.
KING WM. ST.
ADELAIDE.
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HARRY LYONS,
King William St. South.
Opp. GLENELG RAILWAY STATION.

A Choice Selection of Art Wall Papers from
3d. per piece. Paints, Oils, Glass, &c.
A Competent Staff of Painters, Signwriters, Carpenters and Plumbers permanently employed, and sent to any part of the State.
TELEPHONE 1091.

Synopsis of Scenery:

ACT I. Scene 1.—The Harbor of Marseilles—Return of Edmon Donald. The Eruption of the Sea (George Campbell). Scene 2.—Vista from the Gargoyle (George Campbell). Scene 3.—The Harbor of Marseilles—Edmond Donald’s Arrest on his Wedding Day—Imprisoned for Life in the Chateau of Dill.

ACT II. Scene 1.—Interior of the Chateau of Dill—the Abbe Baudry and the Buried Millions. Scene 2.—A Message to the Dead. Scene 3.—Exterior of the Chateau of Dill—the Historical Monte Cristo Dive in the Back from the Gorges into the Breeching Ocean.

ACT III. Scene 1.—Interior of the Abbe of the “Red Spider” on the Pest in Ile—The Abbe Basile—The Baked Asparagus. Scene 2.—A Room in Morice’s House (“Alibi”). Scene 3.—The Conservatory (“Alibi”).

ACT IV. Scene 1.—A Street in Paris—Plou and Grouet Plou (George Campbell). Scene 2.—Library in Mme. Cotelle’s House—“Voyageuse in Mist.” Scene 3.—Bargain’s Mansion—The Conspirators Confronted—“Don’t Laugh, Gentlemen; your turn will come.”

During the evening the Orchestra will perform the following new and choice selections under the direction of Mr. T. Smith. Guitars—OVERSTAY—“Monte Cristo” Williams
MARCH—“Southern Sweethearts” Lea Johnston
WALTZ—“Rose of Windy” Lea Johnston
MAMARA—“Tulip” Le Gour

Mr. Alfred Dampier
Mechanical Effects by Mr. Harry Wall
Props by Professor F. H. Benham
Acting Manager for Mr. Dampier Mr. Alfred Dampier, jun.
Treasurer for Mr. Pollock Mr. Herbert Myers

E. W. HOCKING
HOUSE and LAND AGENT.
Sollicits Enquiries from Persons wanting Houses or Land in any Township or Suburb.
ALWAYS have Buyers for Farms.

Estate/Representative in S.A. for the
“HAMMOND” TYPEWRITER and SUPPLIES.

BANK OF AUSTRALASIA BUILDING.
TELEPHONE 1324.
Seppeltsfield

Wines, Brandies, Whiskies,
Cordials, Bitters,
Liqueurs, and Wine Vinegars
ARE UNSURPASSED!

Comfort and Economy

Cooking Stoves.

Of latest Patterns on Time Payment or
small monthly rental.
Hundreds are in use in Adelaide and
Suburbs.

APPLY AT...

GAS COMPANY'S OFFICE,
GRENFELL STREET.
Carl Wiese's
RELIABLE...
GOODS...
When buying Wicker, Cane or Bamboo Furniture, Chairs, Whatnots, Music Stands, etc.
All Leading Furniture Houses.
WORKS—80. HINDMARSH SQUARE EAST.
MATERIALS SUPPLIED to TRADE and AMATEURS.

ALFRED DAMPIER and ALFRD D. DAMPIER, Jun.
To smoke Tobacco is good, when you can get a good Tobacco to Smoke.

THE GREAT BOULDER
Block Tobacco.
Dark or Aromatic. A Perfect Smoke

AMERICAN PRIDE
Dark Twist Tobacco.

UNION MIXTURE
Retailed at THREE OUNCES for 1-.
The best Value ever offered. Ask for UNION Mixture

SAM SLICK
TWIST AND PLUG TOBACCO.
A real good Tobacco at a Low Price. Sold everywhere.
The above Tobaccos are made in South Australia. Support your own Industries.
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ASK FOR

Williams' Ales,
Stout and Tonics,
And see that you get them.

Miss Lily Dampier.

SMITH'S
YALUMBA PORT WINES
ARE
FINES IN AUSTRALIA.

SEND YOUR XMAS ORDERS FOR YALUMBA WINES TO
W. P. AULD & SONS,
GILBERT PLACE.
TELEPHONE 723.
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GOOD OLE

Bates’

Salve,

CURED Grannie’s Sore Leg, Ma’s Bad Breast, and Saved Our Dear Baby’s Life when it had Bronchitis. While for Bruises and Sprains it is miraculous

Mr. Alfred Rolfe

VICE-REGAL

PHOTOGRAPHERS

Rundle St. and King Wm. St., Adelaide.

MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY.

For years past we have had the honor of introducing to the Adelaide public all the Latest Processes and Newest Styles. Our charges are lowered, compatible with the Highest Class of Work.

MIDGETS 5s. per dozen. DUCHARMIE, 7s. 6d. Calotypes, 10s. Od. Including a 11 x 10 Enlargements. Photoglyphs, Red Chalk Prints, Platinum, Half Life-size Pictures, and Enlargements made from any old and faded pictures. Enlarged to (5) 18 inches. Watercolors on black and white.

Studios—

65, RUNDLE STREET, and at

KING WILLIAM STREET.
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THE POPULAR
Alfred Dampier
MISS LILY DAMPIER
POPULAR DRAMATIC COMPANY.

MISS KATHERINE RUSSELL (Mrs. Alfred Dampier).

Leopold & Engelhardt
Manufacturers to H.H. the Kedive.

"PEERLESS"
Egyptian Cigarettes.

"PEERLESS" are unquestionably the Daintest Cigarettes ever offered, and Price is Reasonable.

Sold by Principal Tobacconists, Wholesale from Dungey, Ralph & Co., Ltd., Sole Agents.
See that you Get them.

TONICS.

ALES, STOUT.

and

and

WILLIAMS'
Seppeltsfield

Possesses the
Largest and Most
Complete
WINERY
in the
WHOLE
WORLD.

Its STORAGE CELLARS contain ONE MILLION GALLONS of varied liquid charms.

Its DISTILLERY produces the Finest PURE GRAPE BRANDY in the Commonwealth.

Its CORDIAL FACTORY effuses a varied assort-
ment of balsamic beverages.

FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND GALLONS of splendid fluids flow from Seppeltsfield annually.

B. SEPPELT & SONS, LTD.,
Greenock, Proprietors.

City Offices and Cellars –
Melvin Chambers, King William Street.
A. D. BRUCE, Manager.